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A rectangular laser beam of uniform intensity is very suitable for laser isotope separation. In this paper, we 
propose a beam-forming system which consists two deformable mirrors. One of the mirrors changes the beam 
intensity and the other compensates for phase distortion. We developed a deformable mirror for beam-forming. Its 
deformed surface is similar to the ideal mirror surface for beam-forming. We reshaped a Gaussian-like He-Ne laser 
beam into a beam with a more uniform intensity profile by a simple deformable mirror. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In some applications, it is necessary to reshape the laser beam intensity profile efficiently. 

For example, a rectangular laser beam with a uniform intensity is suitable for laser isotope 

separation as shown in Fig.l. There are two way to make rectangular uniform intensity laser 

beam. One is image relay system and the other is beam-forming. In order to reshape the laser 

beam intensity, several methods were studied. One method uses CGH (Computer Generated 

Holography)i),2),3) and other uses mirrors4). Mirrors are more efficient than CGHs because the 

beam-forming efficiency of a CGH system depends on its diffraction efficiency. Furthermore, a 

mirror system can reshape high power laser beams. However, it is difficult to fabricate the 

mirror surface except mirrors which are symmetrical about their axis for long wavelength lasers. 

In this paper, we propose a beam forming system which consists of two deformable mirrors. 

This type of system can follow a beam with time varying intensity or wave front in the case of an 

adaptive system. The efficiency of this system depends on the precision of the mirror surface 

and the phase distribution of the input beam. We succeeded in reshaping a Gaussian-like He-Ne 

laser beam into a relatively uniform beam using a deformable mirror. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In somc applications， it is ncccssary to rcshape thc lascr bcam intcnsity profilc cfficicntIy. 
For cxample， a rcctangular lascr bcam with a uniform intcnsity is suitablc for lascr isotopc 

scparation as shown in Fig.1. Thcrc arc two way to makc rcctangular uniform intcnsity lascr 

beam. One is image relay system and the othcr is bcam-forming. In order to reshape the lascr 

beam intcnsity， several methods were studied. One method uses CGH (Computer Gcneratcd 

HolographY)1)，2)，3) and other uscs mirrOrS4). Mirrors are more efficient than CGHs because the 

beam-forming efficiency of a CGH system depends on its dif台actionefficiency. Furthermore， a 

mirror system can reshape high power laser bcams. However， it is difficu1t to fabricate the 

mirror surface except mirrors which are symmetrical about their axis for long wavelength lasers. 

In this paper， we propose a beam forming system which consists of two deformable mirrors. 

This type of system can follow a beam with time varying intensity or wave front in thc case of an 

adaptive systcm.百leefficicncy of this system depends on thc precision of thc mirror surface 

and the phase distribution ofthe input beam. We succeeded in reshaping a Gaussian-like He-Ne 

laser beam into a relatively uniform beam using a deformable mirror. 
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Fig.l Configuration of laser isotope separation 

2. CONCEPT OF BEAM-FORMING SYSTEM 
The concept of the beam-forming system is shown in Fig.2 and consists of two 

deformable mirrors. The first mirror changes the laser beam intensity profiles and the second 
mirror compensates for the distorted phase distributions in order to improve propagation of the 
beam. If it is not necessary to propagate the beam over a long distance, the second mirror is not 
necessary. 

Phase compensating Output laser 
mirror beam 

Fig.2 Beam-forming system using deformable mirror 

The basic concept of laser beam-forming is based on the method of Olof Bryngdahls). The 
complex amplitude of the laser beam at the second mirror before phase-compensation is de
scribed by the Fresnel equation and is as follows. 

a'(u,v) = y-^exp(-jkd)JJa(x,y)exp[-jy(x,y)]exp{-(jk/2d)-[(u -x)2 + (v-y)2]jdxdy (1) 
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Fig.l Configuration of lascr isotopc scparation 

2. CONCEPT OF BEAM-FORMING SYSTEM 

Thc conccpt of thc bcam-forming systcrn is shown in Fig.2 and consists of two 

dcforrnablc rnirrors. Thc first mirror changcs thc lascr bcarn intcnsity profilcs and thc sccond 

mirror compensates for the distorted phasc distributions in ordcr to improvc propagation of thc 

beam. If it is not necessary to propagate thc beam ovcr a long distancc， the second rnirror is not 
ncccssary. 
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Fig.2 Beam-forming system using deforrnable mirror 

百lCbasic ∞ncept of laser beam-forming is based on thc method of Olof Bryngdahls). Thc 

∞mplex arnplitude of the laser bcam at the second mirror before phase-cornpensation is de-

scribed by the Fresnel equation and is as follows. 

が(u，v) =恭州ーjkザ a(x'y)叫ー仲間
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Where (x,y) and (u,v) arc the coordinates at the first and second mirror, a(x,y) and a'(u,v) arc the 

complex amplitudes of the beam at the first and second mirror, </» (x,y) is the phase distribution 

caused by the first mirror, k is the wave number vector of the laser and d is the distance between 

the two mirrors. From this equation, the following equations can be derived using the stationary 

phase method 2) : 

d V (x, y)/ & = k/z(" - x) (2a) 

<?*Kx,y)/oy = l</z(v-y) (2b) 

This equation shows that the direction of a ray which travels from (x,y) to (u,v) is the same 

direction as the vector which is perpendicular to the wave front. In order to design the first 

mirror, we must decide the relation between (x,y) and (u,v); we chose the relation using the 

same method as Changi) and Nicholas2). 

This system is a type of telescopes as shown in Fig.3. An ordinary telescope expands a 

beam with the same magnifying power all over the beam and an anamorphic telescope expands 

with two different magnifying powers depending on the direction. The magnifying power of this 

system depends on the intensity of the input beam profile and the desired output beam profile. 

We can design the peak to valley of the mirror surface as a reasonable value because it 

depends on the distance between the two mirrors. We simulate the beam-forming property of 

the first mirror and solve the Fresnel equation using a Fourier transformations). A circular 

Gaussian beam is transformed to a rectangular uniform beam or a circular uniform beam as 

shown in Fig.2 from these simulations?). Note that, the effect of the incident angle is ignored 

because it is assumed to be large. 
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Fig.3 Beam-forming system and beam expander 
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Whcrc (x，y) and (u，v) arc thc coordinatcs at thc first and sccond mirror， a(x，y) and aい，v)arc thc 

∞mplcx amplitudcs of thc bcam at thc first and sccond rnirror，ψ(x，y) is the phasc distribution 

causcd by thc first mirror， k is thc wavc nurnbcr vcctor of thc lascr and d is thc distancc bctwecn 

thc two rnirrors. From this equation， thc following cquations can bc dcrivcd using thc stationary 

phase rncthod2) : 

3ψ(x， y)/ぷ=k/z(u・x)

3ψ(x，y)/み=k/z(v -y) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

This cquation shows也atthc dircction of a ray which travcls在orn(x，y)ω(u，v) i5 thc sarnc 

direction as the vector which is pe叩cndicularto thc wavc front. In ordcr to design thc first 

mirror， we must decidc thc rclation between (x，y) and (u，v)j wc chose the rclation using thc 

samc mcthod as Changl) and Nicholas2). 

This system is a typc of tclescopes as shown in Fig.3. An ordinary telescope expands a 

bearn with the same magnifying power alL ovcr the bcam and an anamo叩hictclescopc cxpands 

with two diffcrcnt magnifying powers dcpcnding on the direction.τnc magnifying powcr of this 

systcm dcpcnds on the intcnsity of the input beam profilc and thc dcsired output bcam profilc. 

Wc can dcsign the pcak to valley of thc mirror surface部 arcasonablc value bccausc it 

dcpends on thc distance bctwcen thc臥'0mirrors. Wc simulatc thc beam-forming propcrty of 

the first mirror and solve the Fresnel equation using a Fourier transformation6)・Acircular 

Gaussian bcam is transformed to a rectangular uniform bcam or a circular uniform bcam笛

shown in Fig.2 from thesc simulations7). Note that， thc effcct of thc incident angle is ignored 

bccausc it is assumcd to bc largc. 
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3. BEAM-FORMING EXPERIMENT 

3.1. Deformable mirror 

The dcformablc mirror assembly for transforming a Gaussian-like beam profile to a circu
lar uniform profile is shown in Fig.4. The assembly consists of a mirror and actuators; the mirror 
is made of BK7 and is coated with aluminum; the diameter is 30mm and the thickness is 1mm. 
The mirror is fixed on a ring of diameter 11mm and width 2mm, and is pushed on the center and 
periphery by micrometers and PMNs (Lead Magnesium Niobatc). The stroke of the PMN is 
15mm without stress. The mirror periphery is pushed by a pusher ring driven by four microme
ters and two PMNs. Two of the four micrometers arc located behind the two PMNs. The mi
crometers arc used for positioning the PMNs and for roughly deforming the mirror surface. The 
PMNs arc used for fine deforming. The applied voltages of the PMNs can be input from a 
computer key board while monitoring the beam profiles or mirror surface profiles. The 
dcformablc mirror surface is shown in Fig.5 and is similar to the ideal surface for beam-forming. 
The diameter of the measured region is 26 mm while the peak to valley of the deformed mirror 
is about 7 A at the wavelength of the Hc-Nc laser. Although the surface profile of the mirror 
must be symmetrical about its axis as shown in Fig.3, the deformed surface is not axis-symmet
ric. The reason may be possibly due to inaccuracies in the pusher ring. 
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3. BEAM-FORMING EXPERIMENT 

3.1. Deformable mirror 

百1Cdcformablc rnirror asscmbly for transforrning a Gaussian-1ikc bcarn profi1c to a circu-

lar uniform profi1c is shown in Fig.4. Thc asscmbly consists of a mirror and actuators; thc rnirror 

is madc of BK7 and is coatcd with alurninurn; thc diamctcr is 30mm and thc thickncss is lmm. 

Thc mirror is fixcd on a ring of diamctcr llmm and width 2mm， and is pushcd on thc ccntcr and 

pcriphcry by micromctcrs and PMNs (Lcad Magncsium Niobatc). Thc strokc of thc PMN is 

15mm without strcss. Thc mirror pcriphcry is pushcd by a pushcr ring drivcn by four micromc-

tc脂 andtwo PMNs. Two of thc four micrometcrs arc locatcd bchind thc two PMNs. Thc mi-

cromctcrs arc uscd for positioning thc PMNs and for roughly dcforrning thc mirror surfacc. Thc 

PMNs arc uscd for finc dcfoロning.Thc applicd voltagcs of thc PMNs can bc input from a 

computcr kcy board whilc rnonitoring thc bcam profilcs or mirror surfacc profilcs. Thc 

dcforrnable rnirror surfacc is shown in Fig.5 and is similar to thc idcal surfacc for bcam-forming. 

Thc diamctcr of thc mcasurcd rcgion is 26 mm whilc thc pcak to vallcy of thc dcformcd mirror 

is about 7 A at thc wavclcngth of thc Hc-Nc Iascr. Although thc surfacc profilc of thc mirror 

must bc symmctrical about its axis as shown in Fig.3， thc deformcd surfacc is not uxis-symmct-
ric.τnc rcason may bc possibly duc to inaccuracics in thc pushcr ring. 
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3.2. Beam-forming property 

The schematic diagram of the optical arrangement of the experiment is shown in Fig.6. A 
Hc-Nc laser beam is expanded by a spatial filter and a camera zoom lens. The pinhole diameter 
of the spatial filter is 25mm. The peak to valley of the wave front of the expanded He-Nc beam 
is 0.7 A at the position of the CCD camera and looks like a spherical aberration. The wave front 
is measured from fringe patterns produced by a Mach Zcndcr interferometer. The reference 
beam is magnified by 10 and is shielded when the intensity profiles arc measured. Fringe pat
terns arc analyzed by WYKO 400D. The intensity profile of the Hc-Nc laser is similar to a 
Gaussian profile but is not an exact Gaussian profile. The beam intensity profiles reflected by 
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Fig.6 Schematic diagram of experimental setup 

the deformablc mirror arc measured by a CCD camera and also analyzed by WYKO 400D. A 
Gaussian-like intensity profile changes into a more uniform circular profile as shown in Fig.7, 
however, the reshaped beam has a peak on its periphery. The reason for this peak is that the 
distance is too large compared with the optimum distance according to simulations as shown in 
Fig.8. In addition, the deformed surface is slightly different from the desired mirror surface and 
this difference causes a weak halo around the reshaped beam. This halo is a loss because the 
halo can not propagate over a long distance and diverges from the area in which photo reactions 
occur. The beam profile is also distorted far away from the CCD camera because no compensa
tion is made for the phase distortion. Improving the accuracy of the mirror will make the beam 
intensity more uniform. 
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the dcformablc mirror arc mcasurcd by a CCD camcra and also analyzcd by WYKO 400D. A 

Gaussian-like intensity profile changes into a more uniform circular profile as shown in Fig.7， 

howcvcr， thc rcshaped bcam has a pcak on its pcriphery.百lCrcason for this pcak is that thc 

distance is too large comparcd with the optimum distance according to simulations as shown in 

Fig.8. In addition， thc deformed surface is sIightly different from the desircd mirror surface and 

this differcnce causcs a weak halo around thc reshaped beam. This halo is a loss bccause thc 

halo can not propagate over a long distance and diverges from the arca in which photo reactions 

occur. The beam profile is also distorted far away from the CCD camera bccause no compensa-

tion is madc for thc phase distortion. Improving the accuracy of the mirror will make the beam 

intensity more uniforrn. 
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4. SUMMARY 

Wc propose a beam-forming system which consists of two deformablc mirrors. The first 

mirror changes the intensity profile of the laser beam and the second mirror compensates for 

wave front distortions. This type of system can follow a beam with time varying intensity or 

wave front in the case of an adaptive system as shown in Fig.9. Wc simulated the reshaping 

property of the first mirror and reshaped a Gaussian-like Hc-Ne laser beam into a more uniform 

beam by a simple dcformablc mirror. The uniformity of the beam will be improved by using a 

dcformablc mirror with more actuators. 
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4. SUMMARY 

Wc proposc a bcam-forming system which consists of two deforrnablc mirrors. Thc first 

mirror changes thc intcnsity profilc of the lascr bcam and thc .sccond rnirror compcnsatcs for 

wavc front distortions. This typc of systcm can follow a bcam with timc varying intcnsity or 

wavc仕ontin thcロseof an adaptivc systcm as shown in Fig.9. ¥Vc simulatcd thc reshaping 

propcrty ofthc first mirror and rcshapcd a Gaussian-likc Hc-Nc lascr bcam into a more uniform 

bcam by a sirnplc dcformablc mirror. Thc uniformity of thc bcam will bc improvcd by using a 

dcformablc mirror with morc actuators. 
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